OPEN CALL

Does your practice engage in collectivity and care-making?
Do you want to spend time together to explore being in each other’s company?
Do you want to use our desires to move and be moved?

In Each Other’s Company invites you to be part of Foundation #1, Sätraskogen Nature Reserve, August 16-21, 2020.

Within the association In Each Other’s Company the needs and opportunities for establishing sustainable and long-term artistic commitments for queer and trans bodies are mapped. We hope it will become a space-time to learn and re-learn together, to support each other and to provide time for healing through collective action.

Fundation #1 will unfold during five days and is the first manifestation within the company and will function as a try-out for further activations and engagements.

The workshop is free of charge and demands a 100% dedication to the shared time and space which build up this gathering. We all will be part of making the gathering and engage in each other’s sharings, and our shared tasks and exercises. You will be part of making a document as documentation of our shared time-space.

The gathering includes three vegan meals a day and housing in Varvsarbetarhuset, Sätraskogen Nature Reserve, Sätraviksstigen 5, 127 31 Skärholmen. Varvsarbetarhuset is run by an artist association. It has outdoor toilets and no running water inside, but a well in the garden. Mälaren is 1 minutes away for a swim. There is a sauna in the house.

It is a non alcohol event.
Unfortunately the house is not built or adapted for accessibility.
We encourage you to travel green, and can help out with parts of the travel costs.

If you are queer and want to be part of this gathering please send an email to: mail@marfjell.org where you state why you would like to be part of Foundation #1, and your relationship to collectivity and care-making. There is a limited number of participants and we will select persons most suitable for this gathering. Please send us your email before July 10, 2020 with subject: Foundation #1 letter.

Should you need any further information, please do not hesitate to contact mail@marfjell.org

Fondation #1 is organized through In Each Other’s Company by artists Malin Amell, Mar Fjell and dancer Andrea Svensson with support from Konstnärsnämnden.